TofinoTM Industrial Security Solution

Industrial network protection with 24/7 support

Protecting networks. Supporting you.
The new Tofino™ Industrial Security Solution from MTL and Byres Security Inc.
is a unique solution that addresses the important issue of protecting Industrial
Networks from modern cyber-security attacks.
Over the past decade, critical control systems have
increasingly adopted information technologies such as
Windows®, Ethernet™, TCP/IP and web services.
Unfortunately this means that PLC, DCS and SCADA
systems are also exposed to attacks from viruses,
hackers and even terrorist threats from around the world.
Even with industry’s best efforts to separate control
systems from the outside world, 100% isolation is no
longer possible. Traditional firewalls are too complex for
most control professionals to configure correctly and this
problem is compounded by the location of the control
devices themselves. While many industrial controllers
are installed in industrial plants, others are installed in
remote locations maintained by staff with little or no
understanding of security technology. Consequently a
robust yet convenient means of remote management and
administration based around a centralized management
system is critical.

TofinoTM Industrial Security Solution

Service and support... more than just a product
MTL and Byres Security Inc. offer more than just products. The Tofino™
Industrial Security Solution is the ideal system to help companies address
compliance with evolving security standards. Once your system is up and
running, the need for diligence does not stop nor does your support from MTL.
Customer service is the primary function of the support packages offered by
MTL-Byres Security Inc. providing our customers with best practice services and
a level of knowledge and professionalism that exceeds their expectations.
With our subscription based support packages including email support via our
global tracking system, offering rapid, effective solutions, 24/7 telephone support
and access to a web knowledge base for registered users, you can be assured
that you will always have the most current release of all software and security
signatures on your system and the expertise of MTL-Byres Security Inc. technical
support to call upon, should an issue arise.

24/7 global telephone support
Email support via a global tracking system
Technical support services
Web knowledge base
Troubleshooting
Software and security upgrades
Warranty and returns
TofinoTM community forums
TofinoTM e-portals

MTL & BYRES SECURITY INC. GLOBAL SUPPORT
IS A TEAM OF HIGHLY EDUCATED ENGINEERS

THAT LOVE TO SOLVE PROBLEMS
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MTL offers two levels of product support services to our TofinoTM customers:

STANDARD SUPPORT
All TofinoTM customers benefit from our standard support service offering one year warranty for
hardware and ninety days for software. This provides key, basic product maintenance and support
from our expert team of technical engineers, with ‘pay as you go’ optional features helping to
ensure that your installed base of TofinoTM Security Appliances are running at peak performance,
making the most out of your investment.

PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION SUPPORT
Subscribers to our Premium Support service receive access to one of the most advanced and
comprehensive technical support packages available in the industry. This gives our customers
anytime access to MTL-Byres Security Inc. support engineers and an extensive range of technical
online based resources at the click of a button, enabling us to transform customer requirements
into tangible results. The Premium package is available on a one or three year renewable
subscription basis, priced according to the size of the installed base. This formalised structure of
support is designed to optimise your investment in the TofinoTM Security System and includes the
following portfolio of support programs:

TofinoTM Industrial Security Solution
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Whether you choose the standard or premium support service you can be
assured that MTL-Byres Security Inc. have the depth of experience and the
in-house expertise to handle all of your technical support requirements, with
a professional, customer-first approach to service.

www.tofinosecurity.com
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With the ever increasing complexity of industrial network systems, an integrated, high quality
support solution can maintain operational efficiency, minimise exposure to risk and avoid
increased operating costs 24/7, 365 days a year.
MTL-Byres Security Inc.’s proactive support solutions are designed to enable our customers
to have immediate access to highly trained experts providing 24 hour remote support and
‘tele-consulting’ on potential problems before they become costly issues. As an extension to
the already comprehensive range of features provided as part of the standard and premium
support packages, there are a number of optional extra services that further enhance the
level of support offered to our TofinoTM customers:

MTL has in place a fully documented procedure which all customer
service requests follow, ensuring all issues have a clear path to a
satisfactory resolution. This means your issues are dealt with quickly,
minimising any disruption to your business.

ESCALATION PROCESS
Each support case is given a unique reference number and the case is
then carefully tracked to ensure an expedient resolution. In the unlikely
event that a satisfactory response to a support request cannot be found
within a reasonable timescale, priority escalation may become
necessary. The support request will then be delegated specifically to the
appropriate support or product manager.

TofinoTM Industrial Security Solution

SUMMARY
You understand the importance of industrial network security and its potential impact on the
continuity of your business operations. You have invested wisely in the TofinoTM Industrial
Security Solution to mitigate those risks and provide safety, security and reliability for your
valuable process network assets.
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Managing the risks is a dynamic process with the vulnerabilities a constantly moving target. MTL
and Byres Security Inc. have the "in depth" knowledge and expertise of both process network
environments and process security to provide you with the ongoing support and solutions to
comprehensively manage and mitigate against these ever changing security risks. We understand
that the service and support elements of a reliable security solution are as important as the
solution itself. Our extensive suite of support options are designed to futureproof your network
security strategy and offer you more value added security, customised to your requirements.
We understand your need for a quick and decisive response and action when problems and
uncertainty arise on your process networks. Our global 24/7 support structure is designed to
deliver cost effective, extensive and flexible advice from highly qualified employees with a clearly
defined escalation procedure. When a problem arises its always good to talk so you can be
assured that whatever the time zone a helpful well informed person is on hand to listen, offer
advice and recommend the appropriate actions.

MTL & Byres Security Inc... protecting networks, supporting you.

To find out more about the TofinoTM Industrial Security Solution or our range of support services...

visit our website at:

www.tofinosecurity.com
or email:

tofino@mtl-inst.com
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GLOBAL LOCATIONS
AUSTRALIA
MTL Instruments Pty Ltd, 1/30 Canvale Road
Canning Vale, Perth, WA 6155

INDIA
MTL India Pvt. Limited, No.36, Nehru Street
Off Old Mahabalipuram Road
Sholinganallur, Chennai - 600 119

SINGAPORE
MTL Instruments Pte Ltd, 31 Ubi Road 1
#04-01 Aztech Building
Singapore 408694

Tel: + 91 (0) 44 24501660 /24501857 Fax: + 91 (0) 44 24501463
E-mail: sales@mtlindia.com

Tel: + 65 6 487 7887 Fax: + 65 6 487 7997
E-mail: sales@mtlsing.com.sg

CANADA
MTL Canada Safety Instrumentation
#102, 4249 97 Street, Edmonton
Alberta, T6E 5Y7

ITALY
MTL Italia srl, Via Cantù 11
I - 20092 Cinisello Balsamo MI

Tel: + 1 780 485 3132 Fax: + 1 780 485 3122
E-mail: cinfo@mtlnh.com

Tel: + 39 02 61802011 Fax: + 39 02 61294560
E-mail: info@mtl-inst.it

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
MTL Instruments, Villa No. 4, Sector 2-17
Street 6, PO Box 53234
Abu Dhabi, UAE

CHINA
MTL Instruments Pte , Room 1002A, The Gateway
No 10 Yabao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020

JAPAN
MTL Instruments KK, 3rd Floor
Gotanda Masujima Building
1-8-13 Higashi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-Ku
Tokyo 141-0022

Tel: + 61 (0)8 9455 2994 Fax: + 61 (0)8 9455 2805
E-mail: enquiries@mtlaus.com.au

Tel: + 86 010 8562 5718/5720/5721 Fax: + 86 010 8562 5725
E-mail: bjsales@mtl-inst.cn
FRANCE
MTL Instruments sarl, Les Carrés du Parc
10 rue des Rosiéristes, 69410 Champagne au Mont d’Or
Tel: + 33 (0)4 78 64 98 32 Fax: + 33 (0)4 78 35 79 41
E-mail: info@mtl-inst.fr
GERMANY
MTL Instruments GmbH, An der Gümpgesbrücke 17
D-41564 Kaarst

Tel: + 81 (0)3 5420 1281 Fax: + 81 (0)3 5420 2405
E-mail: sales@mtlkk.co.jp
NETHERLANDS
MTL Instruments BV, PO Box 55, 6680 AB Bemmel,
de Houtakker 36, 6681 CW Bemmel
Tel: + 31 (0)481 450250 Fax: + 31 (0)481 450260
E-mail: info@mtlbenelux.com

Tel: + 971 2 446 6840 Fax: + 971 2 446 6841
E-mail: mtlgulf@mtl-inst.com
UNITED KINGDOM
Measurement Technology Limited
Power Court, Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 3JJ
Tel: + 44 (0)1582 723633 Fax: + 44 (0)1582 422283
E-mail: enquiry@mtl-inst.com
USA
MTL Incorporated, 4001 W. Sam Houston Parkway N.
Suite 150, Houston TX 77043
Tel: + 1 281 571 8065 Fax: + 1 281 571 8069
E-mail: info@mtl-inst.com

Tel: + 49 (0)2131 718930 Fax: + 49 (0)2131 7189333
E-mail: info@mtl.de

www.tofinosecurity.com

www.crouse-hinds.com

tofino@mtl-inst.com
ZL-B-TOF-EN-0808

